Purpose

Technique CRITERIA sets whether the options selected for output variable types NDTO or NDIS in program ESPINIT (see Section VI.3.5) are to be changed.

Valid values are NO (0) and YES (1).

The Global default is NO (0).

This Technique is Nonuniversal.

Form of Input

CRITERIA type kode value

where type is the 4 character output variable type (NDTO or NDIS)
kode is the value of KODE:
   1 = above or greater than
   2 = below or less than
value is the new criteria value

Example

CRITERIA NDTO 1 100.
CRITERIA NDIS 2 5.

The new criteria for output variable NDTO (KODE=1) is the number of days until a time series value gets above 100. The new criteria for output variable NDIS (KODE=2) is the number of days a time series value is below 5.